Thurman J. White Forum Building
Standard Room Setup Arrangements
Conference Rooms

Conference Room
“Auditorium” Arrangement

- Max Seating: 200

Conference Room
“Classroom” Arrangement

- Max Seating: 120

Conference Room
“Banquet Rounds” Arrangement

- Max Seating: 168
- Linens Required

Conference Room
“Pods” Arrangement

- Max Seating: 126
Thurman J. White Forum Building
Standard Room Setup Arrangements
Conference Rooms

Conference Room
“Open U” Arrangement
- Max Seating: 39

Conference Room
“Double U” Arrangement
- Max Seating: 66

Conference Room
“Fan” Arrangement
- Max Seating: 168

Conference Room
“Reception” Arrangement
- Max Seating: 86
Thurman J. White Forum Building
Standard Room Setup Arrangements
Conference Rooms

Conference Room
“Perimeter” Arrangement

- Max Seating: 86